What’s New & New-ish
From MARTI MICHELL
Spring/Summer 2021

MORE Machine Quilting in Sections
These booklets do not replace the original Machine Quilting in Sections book. They introduce new techniques that improve results when joining machine quilted sections using 2 fusible products that were not available when Machine Quilting in Sections was written. Samples are included. 4 Booklets, 20 Techniques, 10 easy step-by-step projects for you to learn techniques as you sew. These techniques will allow you to finish your quilts on your home sewing machine. 8314—$26.98 Retail

Hinged Magic Mirrors
Now in 2 Sizes!
6” x 6”—8941—$14.98 Retail
4½” x 11½” (shown below)—8939—$24.98 Retail

NEW Mirror Angle Holder
Clear acrylic with deep channels to old mirrors at most popular angles – 45°, 60° and 90°. Position Magic Mirrors to find the most creative use of printed motifs. Without mirrors it is hard to imagine the fabric shown below making such a pretty circular design. Approximately 3½” square. 8937—$12.98 Retail

Log Cabin Ruler for 10” x 10” Squares
If you love pre-cuts and Log Cabin quilts, you will love this ruler! Includes instructions for using the ruler, cutting exact-length strips from 10” x 10” squares and making Log Cabin blocks. Includes instructions for a 12-block table runner or 16-block lap quilt. This is a single 1¼” finished strip width shorter version of our popular Log Cabin Rulers. 8724—$9.98 Retail

Ruler shown on page 9

7 Size-specific Nine Patch Rulers
7 Nine Patch Parade Patterns
See back cover
Mariner’s Compass Templates
Available in 2 Sizes!

14" Finished Circle
8703—$25.98 Retail

20" Finished Circle
8704—$37.98 Retail

Available in both a finished – accurate! – 14” circle and a 20” circle, each set has 6 laser-cut acrylic pieces for rotary cutting either the classic 16-point or 32-point compass blocks, instructions and ideas booklet. Includes instructions for reverse applique. Alternate A templates are separate add-on products, below.

Hexie Log Cabin Template Set

Use this two-piece set to cut the hexagon center and all of the strips to make a 4½” finished Hexie Log Cabin block (4½” measured on one side). It’s a perfect companion for the largest hexagon in our Multi-Size Hexagon Ruler #8060. Etched amber acrylic.

7115—$13.98 Retail

8½” Squaring Up Ruler

Just like our 6½” Squaring Up Ruler with the addition of a bullseye for centering and fussy-cutting 8½” squares.

8715—$15.98 Retail

Special Offer

Grandmother’s Garden Template Set and Hexagons Hybrid Style pattern. Combine efficient template cutting with hand and machine piecing!

8706—$14.98 Retail

Alternate A Template
(sold separately). Replace 4 points and the center circle with square corner points, shown below. Etched amber acrylic.

20″ Alternate A Template
7114—$9.98 Retail

14″ Alternate A Template
7113—$5.98 Retail
HEXIES ARE HOT!

Here and on the next 3 pages, you’ll see our tools and patterns that make Hexie quilting enjoyable and accurate!

Basic Sets

Template Set G, page 15
8950—$26.98 Retail

Template Set H, page 15
8951—$19.98 Retail

Grandmother’s Garden Template Set, page 2
8351—$9.98 Retail

Specialty Sets

2” Kite and Crown, page 2
Coordinates with Set G.
8287—$13.98 Retail

3” Kite and Crown, page 2.
Coordinates with Set H.
8288—$13.98 Retail

Multi-Size Tools

Strippers Templates, page 4
8059—$14.98 Retail

60° Fussy Cutter, page 4
8702—$12.98 Retail

Hexagon Ruler, page 3
8060—$18.98 Retail

Half Hexagon Ruler, page 3
8282—$13.98 Retail

60° Diamond and Triangle Ruler, page 3
8228—$15.98 Retail

Template Set N, page 16
8956—$15.98 Retail

60° Triangle Rulers, page 4

Six is for Hexagons book, page 15
8966—$18.98 Retail

Made in USA

From Marti Michell

Here and on the next 3 pages, you’ll see our tools and patterns that make Hexie quilting enjoyable and accurate!
New Hexie Patterns in our Book and Pattern Catalog

**60° KITE AND CROWN IN 2 SIZES**

2 pieces each set

- **Kite and Crown**, 2 pieces to make 2” hexagons, coordinates with Set G.
  - 2” Finished size: 12”
  - 3” Finished size: 18”
- 8287—$13.98 Retail

- **Kite and Crown**, 2 pieces to make 3” hexagons, coordinates with Set H.
  - 2” Finished size: 13½”
  - 3” Finished size: 20¼”
- 8288—$13.98 Retail

Join 6 kites to make a hexagon. A Crown is ½ of a hexagon and can often be used to replace 2 Kites, eliminating extra seams. Both shapes also can be used for very nice One Patch scrap quilts. The Kite and Crown shapes are also used to make the popular Rose Star block, shown at left, and instructions are included for one variation. Best of all, our new template sets coordinate with pieces in Sets G and H, so you can have even more fun with hexies!

**GRANDMOTHER’S GARDEN One-derful One Patch Template Set**

*Martha Washington’s Flower Garden* *Grandmother’s Flower Garden*

The 3 shapes needed for making Grandmother’s Flower Garden and variations. Instructions for cutting hexagons, 60° diamonds and triangles on the proper grainline, both right- and left-handed, sewing basic set-in seams, making Flower Garden units, and joining rows of Tumbling Blocks. These pieces are also included in From Marti Michell Set G. (Not small enough for you? A ¾” finished hexagon, diamond and triangle are available as part of Set N!)

**Special Offer**

Grandmother’s Garden Template Set and Hexagons Hybrid Style pattern. Separately $9.98 each, retail.
- 8706—$14.98 Retail
MULTI-SIZE HEXAGON RULER 8060—$18.98 Retail
Use on strips to cut 6 sizes of hexagons, from 2” to 4½” finished size per side every half-inch. Use with Interlocking Hexagons Pattern 8514—$9.98 Retail

MULTI-SIZE HALF HEXAGON RULER 8282—$13.98 Retail
Sizes match the Multi-Size Hexagon Ruler. Make designs like Inner City, French Braid, Six Pointed Stars and Mill Wheel. Instruction booklet includes cutting strips from the right (or left if that is your dominant side) and detailed how-to’s for cutting half hexagons from strips.

MULTI-SIZE 60-DEGREE DIAMOND AND TRIANGLE TEMPLATE
Cut 7 Finished sizes: 2” to 4½” on a side. 8228—$15.98 Retail
Instructions included for cutting hexagons, 60° diamonds and triangles on the proper grainline, both right- and left-handed. Also sewing basic set-in seams, making Flower Garden units, and joining rows of Tumbling Blocks.

Make first 2 cuts, then rotate and align cut edges to make 2 final cuts.

4 ½” hexagon is perfect for Jack’s Chain quilt pattern in Six is for Hexagons, Volume 6.

Use both Hexagon and Half-Hexagon Rulers with Scrappy Hexagons.
3 quilts and table runner.
8401—$9.98 Retail
Jelly Rolls and other 2½” fabric strip sets are still the rage. Cut these shapes from pre-cut strips with virtually no waste: Hexagon, 60° Diamond, 45° Diamond, Equilateral Triangles, 60° Conehead and the small triangle that matches the hexagon for another “I Spy” size. (Also use From Marti Michell Set B templates to cut squares, rectangles, half-square triangles, and Flying Geese units from Jelly Rolls. Cut a 9¼” finished LeMoyne Star from a jelly roll using the Strippers 45° Diamond and templates B-10 and B-11.)

3 Pieces for cutting 6 shapes.
8059—$14.98 Retail

Use with 7 Strippers patterns—$7.98 Retail
Ask for BOOK AND PATTERN CATALOG

Following the amazing popularity of our square fussy-cutter, we are pleased to introduce the 60° Triangle Fussy-Cutter. Cut 1½”, 2”, 3” and 6” triangles with one tool. The bulls-eye circles and diagonal lines make perfect alignment a snap.

4 Sizes in 1 Tool
8702—$12.98 Retail

Perfect for trimming “dog ears” on ruler-cut equilateral triangles. More details on back cover.
8298—$4.98

See original Corner Trimmer #8064 and Deluxe Corner Trimmer & Hand Piecing Aid #8217 on page 12
Make Flying Geese units in 5 sizes! 2½" x 5" to 4½" x 9". Includes equivalents for 2+2 (Set A), 9+9 (Set B) and 94+94 (Set Q). Use this ruler to make Flying Geese units for blocks, borders and entire quilts!

Use Flying Geese Rulers to cut fabric cost almost in half!
Are you familiar with this popular method for making Flying Geese?

Stop throwing these away!

Using this method means cutting and discarding almost twice as much fabric as needed for each Flying Geese unit. It’s cheaper and easier to cut and sew 3 triangles rather than throw away 4!

NOW AVAILABLE
SMALL FLYING GEESE RULER

Measure and cut both Flying Geese triangles in 9 sizes from 1" x 2" to 3" x 6".

8705—$11.98 Retail

You loved the Flying Geese Ruler so much, NOW you can cut even more sizes!

Shown actual size

NOW AVAILABLE
SMALL FLYING GEESE RULER

Measure and cut both Flying Geese triangles in 9 sizes from 1" x 2" to 3" x 6".

8705—$11.98 Retail

You loved the Flying Geese Ruler so much, NOW you can cut even more sizes!
GREAT MULTI-SIZE BASIC TOOLS

These multi-size tools allow auditioning different size pieces and are an economical way to cut 11 different sizes.

MULTI-SIZE HALF-SQUARE TRIANGLE RULER
8290—$13.98 Retail

This tool makes it easy to cut any size half-square triangle from 1” to 6” finished size every half-inch and trim the engineered corner just like those available in From Marti Michell exact-size templates. If you are planning a project where you know you will need to cut dozens or hundreds of a specific size half-square triangle unit, you will probably want size-specific templates. Booklet includes a chart which lists the matching size-specific From Marti Michell template for given sizes.

MULTI-SIZE PEAKY AND SPIKE TRIANGLE SET
8289—$14.98 Retail

The Multi-size Peaky and Spike triangle tools make it easy to cut any size Peaky and Spike triangle set from 1”–6” every half-inch and trim the engineered corners. For a project where you will need to cut dozens or hundreds of a specific size Peaky and Spike, you would probably rather have size-specific triangles. Booklet includes a chart which lists the matching size-specific From Marti Michell template for given sizes.

MULTI-SIZE FUSSY CUTTER
8702 on page 25

60° Triangle Fussy Cutter
8297—$12.98 Retail

5 sizes: 1”, 2”, 3”, 4” and 6” blocks

Squaring up is very different than measuring. On this ruler, the numbering goes from one corner along two sides, not left and right. The ruler is gridded using the same symbols as our larger rulers, and a shadow follows every inch mark, turns a corner and connects, making it easy to see squares. Right-handers put the focal corner in the upper right corner of a block; left-handers position and measure from the upper left. When the first 2 edges are trimmed, the fabric piece is rotated so that the trimmed sides line up with the correct measurement and the untrimmed sides are ready to be perfected. Use the 45° diagonal line to square up “half-square triangle” pairs. Check seam allowances using the ¼” line on 2 sides.
Add the sparkle of sashing stars to any quilt with sashings and cornerstones. Use this set to cut all the pieces to make 2" and 3" wide sashing stars in three styles. The sashing ruler is 4½" x 12½"—perfect for 12" blocks—but is easily positioned on the end of any length strip. Cut matching cornerstones with it, too! Perfect for the American Beauty Block of the Month program.

8114—$18.98 Retail

**LONG SKINNY SASHING STAR SET**

Add the sparkle of sashing stars to any quilt with sashings and cornerstones. Use this 2-piece set to cut all the pieces to make long skinny 2" 3" and 4" wide sashing stars in four styles. The sashing ruler is easily positioned on the end of any length strip. Cut matching cornerstones with it, too! 8232—$15.98 Retail

---

**See all our books and patterns in our Book and Pattern Catalog**

Michell Marketing, Inc. • P.O. Box 80218, Atlanta, GA 30366-0218
(770) 458-6500; (800) 558-3568 • www.frommarti.com • cservice@frommarti.com
For ease, efficiency and accuracy when cutting Log Cabin strips to exact size, look no further! If you have always cut Log Cabin strips to length after sewing them, we hope you will look carefully at the advantages of our rulers. You may be as surprised as we were to discover how much more quickly—and accurately—blocks can be sewn by first cutting to the exact length.

Marti’s tricks for perfect Log Cabin Blocks are on Moda’s blog—http://blog.modafabrics.com/2013/09/two-tricks-for-perfect-log-cabin-blocks/

Excerpted from the instructions on the 8037 Log Cabin Ruler tag:

The Log Cabin Ruler is marked with both a letter and the actual length in inches for each strip—just the lines you need, so there’s no distraction, no confusion, no unnecessary information.

1. With the Log Cabin Ruler extending to the left and the strip length extending to the right, measure and cut the number of squares (A) that you need.

Cut a light A and a dark A

2. Reposition the ruler and cut the first rectangles (B).

Cut a light B and a dark B

3. Reposition the ruler on the strip and cut the next rectangles (C).

Cut a light C and a dark C

4. Continue to reposition the ruler on the strip and cut longer strips as needed.

½” and 1” Finished Strip Width
Makes Log Cabin blocks up to 13½” square. Use with Linked Chevrons pattern (p. 20 and back cover). 8227—$14.98 Retail

¾” and 1¼” Finished Strip Widths
Makes Log Cabin blocks up to 13¾” square. 8058—$14.98 Retail

¾” and 1½” Finished Strip Widths
Makes Log Cabin blocks up to 13½” square. 8037—$14.98 Retail

1” and 2” Finished Strip Widths
Makes Log Cabin blocks up to 14” square. 8038—$15.98 Retail

Make dozens of different Log Cabin blocks:

Chevron
3½” made with
¾” wide strips.
7½” made with
1½” wide strips

Courthouse Steps
5¼” made with
¾” wide strips.
10½” made with
1½” wide strips

Off-center Log Cabin
7½” made with
¾” and
1½” wide strips.

Four Off-center Log Cabins
Extra narrow strips in center continue the curve.

*Lowercase letters are only used in block diagrams when both strip widths on one ruler are used in the same block.
**LOG CABIN RULER** FOR 10” PRE-CUT SQUARES

If you love pre-cuts and Log Cabin quilts, you will love this ruler! Includes instructions for using the ruler, cutting exact-length strips from 10” x 10” squares and making Log Cabin blocks. Includes instructions for a 12-block table runner or 16-block lap quilt. This is a single 1¼” finished strip width shorter version of our popular Log Cabin Rulers.  

8724—$9.98 Retail

---

**PINEAPPLE RULERS** IN 3 SIZES

2 pieces each set. This piece cuts the corner and center triangles and the center square.

This piece cuts the strips to length

½” finished strip width for 4”, 5” and 6” finished size blocks (shown below).  
8262—$15.98 Retail

1” finished strip width for 8”, 10”, 12” (shown right, above) and 14” blocks.  
8230—$16.98 Retail

1¼” finished strip width and 10”, 12½” (shown right, below) and 15” blocks.  
8231—$16.98 Retail

---

**JAMESTOWN LOG CABIN PATTERN**

Our popular Block of the Month is now available as a stand-alone pattern with step-by-steps for 12 sampler blocks made with Sets A and C, Log Cabins made with Ruler #8037 and finishing instructions. 48 pages, color cover.  

8716—$14.98 Retail
1. Pick a finished block size. Find it on the blunted 45° end of the Kaleido-Ruler and cut strips the width printed on the ruler. Then use the Kaleido-Ruler to rotary-cut the isosceles triangles (67₁/₂ at the base) for the block interior.

2. Cut the corner triangle strips: Align the desired block size line (on the longest side of the Kaleido-Ruler) with the evenly-cut edge of fabric. Position a second ruler against the Kaleido-Ruler. It will be the ruler edge you cut against.

3. Cut the corner triangles: Turn the ruler and align the finished block size with the edge of the strip. The point should touch the opposite edge of the strip. Or use alternate method shown on instruction tag.

**CROSSED CANOES & DIAMONDS, TOO PATTERN**
Use either Kaleido-Ruler to cut and make these great projects. 8507—$9.98 Retail

**ROCKING KALEIDO STAR PATTERN**
This pattern blends the Kaleidoscope triangle with the classic LeMoyne or 8-pointed star. 8525—$9.98

---

**KALEIDOGRAM ABCS BOOK**

Book includes Kaleido-Ruler cutting information and Marti’s no-fail sewing instructions for the block, plus 14 step-by-step patterns for new quilts like “Ramblin’ Rose with Guacamole and Extra Salsa on the Side” and updated old favorites. Cutting charts, 12+ quilts idea gallery, and a design grid to photocopy complete the book. 80 pages, full color, 8½” by 11”, soft cover. 8049—$21.98 Retail

---
An innovative way to preview design concepts. Helps establish how your ideas work before extensive cutting. Preview all kinds of patterns. Flexible positioning makes Magic Mirrors perfect for previewing fabrics in different ways to find the most creative use of the printed motifs. Preview complete blocks with just a few pieces of fabric!

- 45°, 60° and 90° Patterns
- Eight-pointed stars
- 6- and 8-piece Kaleidoscope blocks
- Sunburst
- Mariner’s Compass and other round designs
- Patchwork blocks that are made in quarters

**6” SQUARE MAGIC MIRRORS**

8941—$14.98 Retail

**4½” X 11½” MAGIC MIRRORS**

8939—$24.98 Retail

**MIRROR ANGLE HOLDER**

You’ll love the accuracy and ease of using both Magic Mirrors with the From Marti Michell Mirror Angle Holder, Product #8937.

- Clear acrylic will not obscure vision
- Deep channels to firmly hold mirrors in place in the 3 most popular angles—45°, 60° and 90°
- Approximately 3½” square

8937—$12.98 Retail

Without mirrors it is hard to imagine this fabric making such a pretty circular design.

Which do you like better? The 60° circular repeat with 6 triangles, at left, or the 45° repeat with 8 triangles, above?

**Magic Mirrors make designing quilts easy and fun!**

Make one block. Cut 2 strips and 1 square. Preview a 4-block section of your future quilt with sashings and cornerstones…

…and without:

Like it? Make it!

Make one-quarter of a block and, like magic, preview the whole block.
STARRY PATH TEMPLATE SET

4 Multi-size shapes for cutting 6”, 9”, and 12” blocks
Product No. 8586—$22.98 Retail

The Starry Path is a classic block from the 1930s. This dramatic star design hides its ease of construction behind a stunning appearance! There are only 16 pieces in every block, but those pieces were not easy to cut until now! The pattern for the Zig Zag Starry Path quilt shown here is included with the templates. Don’t let the design fool you, there are NO set-in seams. It is made using the 6” Starry Path block. The pattern includes adaptations for the 9” and 12” blocks.

OUR ORIGINAL ONE-PIECE WONDER!

Use it to trim both the 45° and 90° corners of any right angle triangle piece regardless of the size of the triangle. Includes 8-page tips booklet with color cover.
8064—$4.98 Retail

Also see 60° Corner Trimmer, page 4

DELUXE CORNER TRIMMER & HAND PIECING AID

Cut away the “dog ears” on 4 acute angle corners and square corners, and confirm the size of all the angles, including the outside angle on 60° and 45° diamonds. Mark the “dot” where adjacent seam lines meet at a corner. Trim the extra fabric on 60° corners and Peaky and Spike corners, as well as 45° and 90° corners.
8217—$12.98 Store Cost

BONUS ¼” seam gauge for machine sewing

SCALLOP MARKING RULERS

We are proud to say the industry standard Katie Lane Scallop Rulers are now From Marti Michell

Large Scallop Ruler
Make scallops with lengths of 6”, 7”, 8”, 9” and 10”. Eighth-inch clear acrylic. Use for table runners, window valances, wall hangings and bed quilts.
8245—$26.98 Retail

Mini Scallop Ruler
Make scallops with lengths of 2”, 3”, 4” and 5”.
8244—$17.98 Retail

The Scallop Handbook
Colorful 16-page companion to Scallop Rulers. Covers everything you need to get started.
8246—$9.98 Retail
MARINER’S COMPASS TEMPLATE SETS
TWO SIZES AVAILABLE

Available in both a finished 14” circle and a 20” circle. Each set includes 6 laser-cut acrylic pieces for rotary cutting and sewing the classic 16- or 32-point compass blocks. Also includes instructions for reverse applique and a separate ideas booklet. Alternate A templates are separate add-on products.

20” Finished Circle
8704—$37.98 Retail

14” Finished Circle
8703—$25.98 Retail

Alternate A Template replaces the center circle with straight seam sewing where 4 “A” pieces meet. Deeply etched amber acrylic, available separately.

20” Alternate A Template
7114
$9.98 Retail

14” Alternate A Template
7113
$5.98 Retail

MAKE A MARINER’S COMPASS WITH NO SET-IN SEAMS
More detailed instructions for all block styles are in both template sets.

1. Join 1 Piece B to the lower right corner of each Piece A.

2. Make the D-C-D units. Join a Piece D to one side of the C piece.

3. Join a second Piece D to the opposite side of the C unit.

4. Join the D-C-D unit completed in step 3 to an A-B unit completed in Step 1. Join on the side opposite the small Piece B. Press toward the D piece. E

5. Join pairs to make quarters.

6. Join pairs into two half-blocks. Press toward the D piece.

7. Join the halves.

The center circle is appliquéd. Detailed instructions are included for all block styles.
DOUBLE WEDDING RING TEMPLATE SET
FINISHED CIRCULAR DESIGN IS APPROX. 17” ACROSS

• 7 template pieces with holes for marking for matching seams and some dot-to-dot piecing.
• Choose pieced or single arc style.
• Yardage for quilts in multiple sizes.
• Includes instructions for using the templates, cutting fabrics, and a method for sewing curved seams that can be applied to other patterns with curved seams, like Winding Ways.
• Also includes Pickle Dish paper piecing pattern to photocopy or scan.
• Grainline arrows silkscreened on templates.
• Includes the large melon shape needed for patterns like Robbing Peter to Pay Paul, Improved Nine Patch and Lafayette Orange Peel.

7 pieces, for single fabric and pieced arcs, based on a 12” square, plus 32-page instruction book. 8017—Retail $38.98
THE GIANT DAHLIA FAMILY

GIANT DAHLIA TEMPLATE SET
9 Pieces with ¼" seam allowances

Makes a 54” (137 cm) diameter Dahlia center for an 84½” by 101½” quilt. Includes instruction booklet. The Giant Dahlia is a classic design—Today’s fabrics give it a brand new look. Our acrylic templates, designed for rotary cutting, will give quilters a new outlook! Lots of people want to make Giant Dahlia quilts but no one wants to make the patterns or cut cardboard templates. The Giant Dahlia Template Set includes nine pieces with ¼” seam allowances, and complete instructions for making a queen/double quilt. The classic pieced border shown in the instructions is pieced perfectly with Perfect Patchwork Template Set B (page 16).

8949—$49.98 Retail

OPTIONAL TEMPLATES FOR THE GIANT DAHLIA TEMPLATE SET
2 Pieces with ¼” seams added

8039—$13.98 Retail

Marti’s seen how popular the center and edge treatment options are in her classes. These add-ons to our Giant Dahlia template set save your customers time and fabric.

NOT SO GIANT DAHLIA TEMPLATE SET
9 Pieces with ¼” seam allowances

Makes a 36” (91.4 cm) diameter Dahlia center for a 50” square quilt. Includes instruction booklet. This new, smaller version of the Giant Dahlia is a lovely wallhanging size (Dahlia has a 36” diameter). However, you don’t need to worry about 16 tiny pieces coming together in the center. The center of this quilt features 8 combined AAB pieces with 8 B pieces appliquéd in place. (To see what we mean, refer to the illustration in “Optional Templates for the Giant Dahlia.”) The pieced border shown in the instructions is pieced perfectly with the small 2”–8” Kaleido-Ruler (page 10).

8034—$39.98 Retail

8039—$13.98 Retail
THE PERFECT PATCHWORK SYSTEM®

PERFECT PATCHWORK TEMPLATES

THE TEMPLATES WITH THE “SMART” CORNERS TWICE! BEST NEW PRODUCT AWARD!

PERFECT for rotary cutters—Cut multiple layers at one time.
PERFECT shapes and sizes—Specific-size ¼-inch thick acrylic pieces.
PERFECT ¼-inch seam allowances included
PERFECT permanent identification system
PERFECT for hand or machine piecers

PERFECT “smart” corners—revolutionary double-blunt corners engineered for perfect alignment. No more dog ears!
PERFECT companion tools for strip cutting and piecing techniques
PERFECT laser cut accuracy

Template sets shown on this page are proportionate to each other. Precision corner concept by Jane Hackworth Gruchacz

THE BASIC GEOMETRIC TEMPLATE SETS

Set A 7 Pieces based on a 3” square plus Component Shapes

8251—$18.98 Retail

Any block you can make with Set A can be made with Set B. It will just be bigger.

Set B 7 Pieces based on a 4” square plus Component Shapes

8252—$22.98 Retail

Use Set A or B with, Volume 1, Storm at Sea templates. Use Set B with Five Patch Star, Bed of Roses/Downhill Dreamer and Strippers templates.

Also in From Marti & Me Clubs.

THE BONUS GEOMETRIC TEMPLATE SETS

Set C 7 Pieces, Bonus Shapes that complement Set A

8253—$23.98 Retail

See next page for Add-on Storm at Sea Diamond Template Set for 6”, 9” or 12” blocks.

Set D 8 Pieces, Bonus Shapes that complement Set B

8254—$25.98 Retail

Use Sets A & C or B & D to make all the blocks in the Volume 2. Both sets A & C and Sets B & D are featured in several of our Block of the Month Notebook Programs (see our Block of the Month catalog). Use Sets A & C or B & D or Set R (page 17) to make Scrappy Sedona Star. Use Set D with Storm at Sea Templates.
THE PERFECT PATCHWORK SYSTEM©

ADD-ON DIAMOND TEMPLATE SET FOR STORM AT SEA USE WITH SETS A, B OR B+D

2 pieces. Must be used with additional From Marti Michell templates to make Storm at Sea quilts. 8065—$16.98

Two multi-size pieces that complement Sets A, B and D for making Storm at Sea blocks in 3 sizes. Best known in Storm at Sea. Includes detailed cutting and sewing instructions, plus suggested bed size quilt layouts and more.

THE EIGHT-POINTED STAR SET

7 Pieces to make a 45° Diamond 8-Pointed Star plus Bonus Shapes 8255—$25.98 Retail

Volume 3 Featuring Template Set E. 118 block possibilities from 4” to 36”—55 designs in up to 3 sizes! Includes a variety of traditional 12” designs in the 8-pointed star family like LeMoyne Star, Rolling Star and Peony plus relatives with 4 or 9 diamonds in a diamond. Instructions for precision dot-to-dot piecing plus bonus lessons like working with grainline, previewing fabrics with mirrors, super sets for 8-pointed stars, diamond borders, more. 48 pages. 8345—$11.98 Retail

MULTI-SIZE KITE RULER

What a great shape! It’s a companion piece for Set E and the Kaleido-Ruler, and it fits the 45° diamond in the Strippers template set. Because it is measured in different ways in different blocks, we call the sizes Small, Medium, Large and Extra Large. The instructions include the Bride’s Bouquet block and all the ways to cut with it that we could think of! 8158—$15.98 Retail

Michell Marketing, Inc. • P.O. Box 80218, Atlanta, GA 30366-0218 (770) 458-6500; (800) 558-3568 • www.frommarti.com • cservice@frommarti.com
**THE HEXIE SETS**

**SMALL HEXAGONS PLUS**

**Set G**
9 Pieces for cutting 11 shapes based on 1” and 2” hexagons plus Component Shapes
8950—$26.98 Retail

Sets G and H booklets include many classic 60° patchwork designs and steps for using the templates as rulers for rotary cutting perfect strip widths. Use Sets G and H to make quilts in *Six Is For Hexagons* and with our *Texas Gardens* quilt pattern. **NOTE:** Templates G-46, -48 and -49 are duplicated in the Grandmother’s Flower Garden Template Set (page 2). We recommend that set if you only want to buy templates for that specific quilt pattern.

**LARGE HEXAGONS PLUS**

**Set H**
3 Pieces for cutting 11 shapes based on 1½” and 3” hexagons plus Component Shapes
8951—$19.98 Retail

**THE SUNBURST TEMPLATE SET**

**Set F**
5 Pieces
Makes a 12” Block
Includes instructions for 3 quilts and BONUS Baby Blocks
8344—$14.98 Retail

**SUNBURST QUILTS TO MAKE**
Directions for Sunburst block and 5 quilts. Use with Perfect Patchwork Templates Set F. 16 pages plus 4-page pullout of full-size patterns. Color photos of all projects on covers.
30006—$9.98 Retail

**SCRAPPY HEXAGONS PATTERN**
Projects for Set H Hexagon and Half-Hexagon Rulers 8401—$9.98

**TEXAS GARDENS PATTERN**
Strippy quilt—three hexagon patchwork strips, 2 leaf-and-vine appliqué strips & appliqué border. Queen/double uses Template Set H; wallhanging uses Set N (8956, page 16). 8969—$9.98 Retail

---

See all our books and patterns in our Book and Pattern Catalog
THE HOUSE TEMPLATE FAMILY

THE SMALL HOUSE SET

**Set J**
- **6 Pieces for cutting**
- **10 shapes**
- **Makes a 6” finished block.**
- **8952—$19.98 Retail**

THE LARGE HOUSE SET

**Set K**
- **7 Pieces for cutting**
- **11 shapes**
- **Makes a 12” finished block.**
- **Includes patterns for house variations.**
- **8953—$25.98 Retail**

THE 7-PATCH BLOCK TEMPLATE SET

**Set L**
- **6 Pieces for cutting**
- **8 shapes**
- **Makes 12” blocks and other sizes. Includes cutting tips.**
- **8954—$23.98 Retail**

THE 5-PATCH BLOCK TEMPLATE SETS

**Set M**
- **5 Pieces for cutting**
- **7 shapes**
- **Makes 12” blocks and other sizes. Includes cutting tips.**
- **8955—$23.98 Retail**

**Set N**
- **5 Pieces for cutting**
- **6 shapes**
- **Based on a 1” square and a ¾” hexagon**
- **8956—$15.98 Retail**

THE PERFECT PATCHWORK SYSTEM

FEATURING HOLES FOR PIECING PERFECT ROOFS

THE HOUSE TEMPLATE FAMILY

THE SMALL HOUSE SET

**Set J**
- **6 Pieces for cutting**
- **10 shapes**
- **Makes a 6” finished block.**
- **8952—$19.98 Retail**

THE LARGE HOUSE SET

**Set K**
- **7 Pieces for cutting**
- **11 shapes**
- **Makes a 12” finished block.**
- **Includes patterns for house variations.**
- **8953—$25.98 Retail**

Template sets are shown in proportion to each other, however, blocks are not.

THE 7-PATCH BLOCK TEMPLATE SET

**Set L**
- **6 Pieces for cutting**
- **8 shapes**
- **Makes 12” blocks and other sizes. Includes cutting tips.**
- **8954—$23.98 Retail**

Use Sets L and M to make blocks in the Encyclopedia of Patchwork Blocks, Volume 4. **8346—$11.98 Retail**

THE 5-PATCH BLOCK TEMPLATE SETS

**Set M**
- **5 Pieces for cutting**
- **7 shapes**
- **Makes 12” blocks and other sizes. Includes cutting tips.**
- **8955—$23.98 Retail**

Use Set M to make blocks in the Encyclopedia of Patchwork Blocks, Volume 4, and the Five Patch Chain Block of the Month Sampler Quilt Notebook. Make even more 12” blocks by combining Sets M and S.

**Special Offer**
Combined Sets M and S **8172—$34.98 Retail**

THE MINI GEOMETRICS TEMPLATE SET

FEATURING HOLES FOR DOT-TO-DOT PIECING ACCURACY

**Set N**
- **5 Pieces for cutting**
- **6 shapes**
- **Based on a 1” square and a ¾” hexagon**
- **8956—$15.98 Retail**

Template 78 is a hexagon with a ¾” finished side. Template 78a measures the matching 60° equilateral triangle. Create 1” finished-size square, half-square triangle and quarter-square triangles with templates 79, 80 and 81. The instruction sheet coordinates these pieces with all blocks in Volume 1 of the Encyclopedia of Patchwork Blocks. Template 82 is a 45° diamond with 1” sides. Combine it with Templates 79 and 80 to make the cutest 3½” 8-pointed star and other blocks in Volume 3.
THE LARGE FEATHERED STAR SET

Set P 5 Pieces, 8½” center square.
Makes a 27½” finished block. Nearly every block in Volume 1 can be made 8½” if you own both Set A and Set B. It gets even better: A large percentage of Volume 4 blocks can be made 8½” with Set L templates. 

8959—$19.98 Retail

THE LARGE FEATHERED STAR SET

THE SMALL FEATHERED STAR SET

Set O 5 Pieces, 6” center square.
Makes a 19½” finished block. Most of the blocks in Volume 1 of the Encyclopedia of Patchwork Blocks, and at least half of the blocks in Volume 3 can be made to finish at 6” and placed in the center square to enhance the block. 8958—$17.98 Retail

8½” Tool of the month in From Marti & Me clubs

New: FIVE-PATCH SET

6" Five-Patch template set. 4 Pieces for cutting 10 shapes
Makes 6” blocks or 12” blocks when used with Set M. Includes cutting tips. 8166—$14.98

Special Offer
Combined Sets M and S 8172—$34.98 Retail

THE FEATHERED STAR TEMPLATE FAMILY INCLUDES PATTERNS, CUTTING CORNERS SQUARES & SIDE TRIANGLES, AND SEWING INSTRUCTIONS

2½” BASIC TEMPLATE SET 7 Pieces. The original Square, Half-square and Quarter-square Triangle, plus 4 bonus shapes. Makes 2½” units for 3½”, 5”, 7½”, even 10” blocks. Combine with Sets T and R for even more versatility and block designs.

8212—$19.98 Retail

From Marti Michell and Maywood Studio

The late Doreen Speckmann named this lovable pair and promoted them to the quilt world. The 3” size is in our Set C and 4” is in Set D. This size is great with large fabric prints. Compatible with Sets Q and T. Try it with Scrapy Sedona Star and designs in 5 is Fabulous in our book & pattern catalog.

SET Q—Q IS FOR QUILTING! PERFECT COMPANION FOR SETS R AND T, AND VOLUME 5

Finished Size Shown: Approximately 43” square

8402-J Black Catalina Stripe Wide Frame

Blocks made with Set R

From Marti Michell

The perfect beginner template set. We expanded our original 3-piece set to 7 pieces and also enlarged the accompanying booklet. Includes 38-page booklet on converting blocks in Vol. 1 and combining the New Set Q with Set T, our basic 5” template set, for even more designs. Dozens of block designs, tips for eliminating seams, easy Flying Geese by the yard, lots more!

SET R—PEAKY & SPIKE COMPATIBLE WITH SETS Q AND T AND VOL. 5

2 Pieces
Makes 5” units for 10” and 15” patchwork blocks. 8019—$14.98 Retail

Blocks made with Sets R & Q

8406-O Orange

8406-G2 Dk. Green

8406-SO Gold

8406-R Red

8410-WW White On White

80218, Atlanta, GA 30366-0218

(770) 458-6500; (800) 558-3568 • www.frommarti.com • cservice@frommarti.com
SET T—BASIC PIECES FOR 5” UNITS COMPATIBLE WITH SETS Q AND R AND VOLUME 5

3 Pieces
Makes 5” units for 10” and 15” patchwork blocks.
8203—$22.98 Retail

Bigger pieces are perfect for beginners and bigger prints! 3 templates for cutting 7 shapes, including the finished 5” combination of square, half-square triangle and quarter-square triangle — a design trio used in hundreds of block designs. Plus 4 bonus shapes. Use with Sets Q and R for even more variety. Quarter-inch seam allowances included. Includes how to convert all blocks in Vol. 1 of the Encyclopedia of Patchwork Blocks and most in Vol. 2 to Set T or Sets T, Q and R.

If you own any of the 18 template sets featured, you want this book!

More Bang for the Buck!

Includes instructions for Toad in the Puddle, 80” x 104”, shown on the back cover, with queen and king size options.

If you own Set A, B, C, D, E, Strippers, Set L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, Storm at Sea Diamond Template Set and/or the From Marti Michell Flying Geese Ruler, More Bang for the Buck! will help you get more bang for your bucks!

8352—$13.98 Retail
THE DRESDEN PLATE FAMILY

Now you can rotary cut this classic favorite. Chain piece pointed Dresden Plate segments and try our lined technique on the rounded segments. Over a dozen variations are shown on the instruction sheet in each set.

See Dresden Plate Homecoming pattern in our Book and Pattern Catalog.

DRESDEN PLATE SET

4 Pieces for cutting 6 shapes
7”, 10½” and 12” Dresden Plates with pointed or rounded petals.
8965—$19.98 Retail

MINI DRESDEN PLATE SET

4 Pieces
3” and 5½” Dresden Plates with pointed or rounded petals. Bonus Mini Drunkard’s Path.
8964—$15.98 Retail

DRUNKARD’S PATH FAMILY

ALL PIECES INCLUDE 1/4” SEAM ALLOWANCES

Rotary cut a square and a strip and then cut the shapes from those pieces. Pieces A and B make a 3” finished Drunkard’s Path block. Use A to cut a quarter-circle from a 3½” square (or Template 1, Set A). B is cut from a 2½” strip. Pieces B and C make a 3½” finished Drunkard’s Path, and C and D makes 4” units. All pieces include ¼” seam allowances.

ORIGINAL DRUNKARD’S PATH SET
8960—$17.98 Retail

6”-7” LARGE DRUNKARD’S PATH SET

Works the same way, just creates bigger pieces. 8024—$18.98 Retail

WINDING WAYS FAMILY

WITH HOLES FOR MATCHING PIECES

People love the Kaleidoscope block because they can create the illusion of curves with straight line sewing. The Winding Ways block is Kaleidoscope’s fraternal twin—same idea, same arrangement and number of pieces, and it really creates overlapping circles. The curves are so gradual that construction is quite easy. The best part is, Winding Ways can be cut with acrylic templates!

Includes detailed instructions for making the block, plus cutting layout and instructions for a bed quilt or wallhanging.

3 Pieces

6” block
8052—$17.98 Retail

8½” block
8974—$18.98 Retail

11” block
8053—$21.98 Retail

See our NEW Books and Patterns Catalog for Winding Ways pattern #8519 & dozens more!
ONE-DERFUL ONE PATCH TEMPLATES

MULTI-SIZE TESSELLATING WINDMILL
For 2” to 9” finished blocks. NEW Method! Stack squares, cut and all pieces are on straight grain! Easy “Leap Frog” system for assembling blocks by the row. Use with Tessellating Windmills Pattern shown. Tool of the month in From Marti & Me clubs.

8219—$15.98 Retail

APPLE CORE
Includes 2½” and 6” (longest dimension) finished sizes. New and improved! Now includes detailed cutting and sewing instructions.

8103—$14.98 Retail

MULTI-SIZE TUMBLER
1 piece for cutting 8 sizes: 2” through 5½” in ½” increments. Includes left- and right-handed cutting instructions, sewing tips and project planning guidelines. As easy as sewing squares and more interesting!

8204—$14.98 Retail

SWIRLYGIG
Bring the accuracy of rotary cutting with an acrylic template to this whimsical block, a remake of a 1930s pattern. Instructions are included for hand or machine-pieceing as well as fusing. Additional instructions for are included several quick and easy projects.

8649—$14.98 Retail

GRANDMOTHER’S GARDEN
Hexagon template with 1” finished sides. Bonus! Includes matching 60° diamond and triangle! Instructions for cutting on proper grainline, and sewing set-in seams, making units and joining rows of Tumbling Blocks.

8103—$14.98 Retail
MY FAVORITE RULERS

No solid measuring lines! Solid lines cover the cut edge of fabric, creating the question, “which side of the line do I measure with? All measuring lines on our rulers include spaces so the fabric edge and measuring lines can align perfectly.

Numbered left to right or right to left! Easy to use whether you are right-or left-handed.

Visually strong verticals!
- Eighth-inch, $\frac{1}{8}$” and $\frac{1}{2}$” lines are visually distinctly different.
- The most common use for these rulers is cutting strips so we emphasized the legibility of the vertical lines and numbers. Heavier lines every $\frac{1}{2}$” make counting easier.
- At the 8” and 16” markers, we added an additional set of inch mark numbers so your eyes don’t have to go the length of the ruler to confirm a measurement.

More useful angle lines!
Most quilters use the 45° lines more frequently than 60°, so...
- 45° lines at both ends in both directions.
- 60° lines are separate so as not to be confused with other lines.
- 30° is not marked on this ruler. Omitting that angle reduces confusion.

Clean $\frac{1}{4}$” all around the perimeter.
The outermost $\frac{1}{4}$” line silkscreened on the rulers is reduced to a minimum to create a clear viewing area for checking seams, adding $\frac{1}{4}$” seam allowances, etc.

No built-in grit!
I don’t like sandpaper, etc., on my tools. Slip-resistant surfaces eliminate subtle moves of a template or ruler and require that you pick it up and put it down. I’m experienced, don’t have arthritis and have never broken a wrist, so my tools don’t slip when I use them.
For more slip resistance, I recommend a piece of vinyl, such as Omni-Grip™ or Ruler Betty (see page 26).

Center top hanging hole.

MITER RULER EXTRAS
Contains the same printed grid features that people appreciate in our standard rulers.
- Visually strong vertical lines every $\frac{1}{8}$” to make cutting strips easier.
- Distinctively different $\frac{1}{8}$”, $\frac{1}{4}$” and $\frac{1}{2}$” lines make positioning easier. Heavier lines every $\frac{1}{2}$” make counting easier.
- The large ruler has an extra set of inch marks mid-ruler that are more visible than at the end of the ruler.

Perfect for cutting 45° diamonds and mitered corners on quilt borders.

Perfect for mitered sashings and blocks like Attic Windows and French Braid!
- The point has our special engineered “no dog ears” corner, especially important when cutting diamonds and triangles.
- Laser-cut marking holes on the mitered seam are just the right size for short pencils, water or air erasable pens or other long tipped pens. The diameter of the hole allows the tip to reach the fabric at the correct point.

Quarter-inch seam allowance shown on the 45-degree miter.

MY FAVORITE SQUARING UP & FUSSY CUTTING RULERS

On these rulers, the numbering goes from one corner along two sides. It does not go both left and right. Each ruler is gridded using the same symbols as our larger rulers, but in addition, there is a shadow that follows every inch mark, turns a corner and connects, which makes seeing squares very easy.

Right-handers generally put the focal corner in the upper right corner of a block, while left-handed cutters will position and measure from the upper left. When the first two exposed edges are trimmed, the fabric piece is rotated so that the trimmed sides line up with the correct measurement and the untrimmed sides are ready to be perfected.

There is one 45° diagonal line. Many people like to use that when they square up “half-square triangle” pairs. The larger ruler also has a 4” center square for fussy-cutting $\frac{3}{2}$” squares.

The last $\frac{1}{4}$” on two sides is great for checking your seam allowance.
NOW THERE ARE FOUR FROM WHICH TO CHOOSE

Straight set quilts have nice even rows. Diagonal set quilts have big triangles at the end of every row and smaller triangles on the quilt corners. Quiltmakers often worry about trying to cut and sew accurate setting and corner triangles. We offer answers and choices.

THE ORIGINAL DIAGONAL SET TRIANGLE RULERS

Single multi-size rulers provide a no-math solution to cutting both the corner triangles and the large setting triangles that are needed when patchwork blocks are set on point in a quilt. Using the same corner concept as our templates, the rulers are small enough to handle easily and large enough to get the job done right. The small ruler is perfect for small quilts, many border designs and even many square-in-a-square designs.

The original From Marti Michell Diagonal Set Triangle Rulers, introduced in 2001, minimized both the size and the cost of the rulers by taking advantage of one of the special features of the engineered corners on our tools. They look like a multi-size corner triangle ruler—but they are perfect for cutting both the corner triangles and setting triangles for diagonal set quilts. Cut from strips of fabric; the strip width varies with the size of the block and is shown on each ruler.

To cut corner triangle (b):

To cut each setting triangle (c), cut one side of triangle, then flip ruler and align contact spots, then cut the second side of the triangle:

It is easier to cut corner triangles with the original rulers, and easier to cut setting triangles with the new rulers. That is why some people will want one of each!

The original rulers are perfect for cutting setting triangles from strips, but you have to cut one side of the triangle, flip the ruler, realign and then cut the other side. It is a great technique, but you have to remember the cut–flip method from one diagonal set quilt to the next. Quilters asked for rulers you don’t have to flip, so now we also offer full size rulers.

NO FLIP DIAGONAL SET TRIANGLE RULERS

The new multi-size Diagonal Set Triangle Rulers look like multi-size setting triangles, which makes them perfect for cutting setting triangles from pre-cut strips. With the new rulers, you have to “remember” how to use them to cut the corner triangle.

Large Full Diagonal Set Triangle Ruler
5”–16” Blocks. 8104—$29.98 Retail
Small Full Diagonal Set Triangle Ruler
2½”–10” Blocks. 8105—$19.98 Retail

Tool of the month in From Marti & Me clubs
Machine Quilting in Sections is So Easy!

Our best-selling book tells all!

72 pages, softcover
8025—$21.98 Retail

You can machine quilt in sections on your own sewing machine! No extra equipment to buy! No additional space required! You can finish more quilts without the expense, or delay, of sending them out. Just divide your quilts into smaller sections—easy to manage and easy to assemble!

The latest in Low-Carb Quilting— It’s all about reducing bulk!

- Six ways to assemble quilted sections
- Three ways to add borders to quilted centers.
- A dozen examples of common quilt styles suitable for Low-Carb quilting: medallion, diagonal set, strippy, etc.
- Four step-by-step patterns featuring Low-Carb quilting techniques, including Not Such Hard Times, shown here.

Try Low-Fat Quilting—divide the batting, not the quilt! Use Marti’s Choice Fusible Tape to fuse it together!

Not Such Hard Times is a big quilt: 87¼" x 105" (223 x 267 cm). Can you tell it was quilted in sections?

Marti’s Choice Fusible Tape

When you divide the batting for Low-Fat Quilting, use Marti’s Choice Fusible Tape to fuse the batting together again. ♥ Won’t gum up machine needle ♥ Soft enough to needle by hand ♥ Stabilize seams and bias edges ♥ Join batting scraps or enlarge small batts—Easy peasy! Abut two cut edges and place tape, fusible side down, on batting. Cover with press cloth and use a medium hot steam iron to secure fusible tape in position. ♥ Includes BONUS instructions for Marti’s “Low Fat” method introduced in her book Machine Quilting in Sections and a No-Binding Finish for Table Runners.

2 rolls, 1” wide by 30 yards long. 8220—$9.98 Retail
1 roll, 1” wide by 30 yards long. 8272—$5.98 Retail
1 roll, 2” wide by 30 yards long. 8221—$9.98 Retail
MORE Machine Quilting in Sections

Here’s a sneak peak at the 140-page pattern pack — 48 pages in color!

Includes full instructions for all projects shown and more. Two fusible products have created new techniques for Machine Quilting in Sections. #8314 includes one 1” x 30yd. roll of Marti’s Choice Fusible Tape and a sample of Shades SoftFuse.

**Booklet 1**
1. Basic Stitch and Flip Quilt As You Sew Technique
2. Line and Turn Finish – No Binding
3. Our Favorite No Pins Machine Binding Method
4. Basic All-purpose Single Finishing Strips that show only on the back of quilt
5. The Encased Raw Edge Border
6. Join unquilted blocks into “comfortable for you to quilt” sections
7. Extended Backing and Batting with a Stitch and Flip Border

**Booklet 2**
8. Basic No Extra Bulk Twin Finishing Strips
9. Disguising Twin Finishing Strips
10. Adapting Twin Finishing Strips to Add Borders
11. Corner Options for Twin Finishing Strips
12. New & Improved 5-layer Seam
13. Modifying Sashing Strips to Make New & Improved Five-layer Seam— Scrappy Bear's Path quilt

**Booklet 3 – Includes 4 favorite blocks designed to Quilt As You Go / Piece!**
14. Log Cabin Quilt as You Piece
15. Alternating or aligned Single Finishing Strips
16. Virginia Reel Quilt as You Piece
17. Look Beyond the Obvious when dividing blocks
18. Martha’s Star Quilt as You Piece
19. Yet another way to use sashing strips to connect Quilt as You Piece blocks
20. Ohio Star Quilt as You Piece

**Booklet 4 –**
Learn the techniques on simple quilts. Then adapt them to whatever it is you want to make. The nearly two-dozen quilts in the gallery confirm that Machine Quilting in Sections is not reserved for “quick and easy” quilts. In addition to discussions of finishing techniques used on the quilts shown, there are step-by-step instructions for 2 Fat Quarter Log Cabin quilts.

*I hear and I forget;*
*I see and I remember;*
*I do and I understand!*
“Learn your lines” – Nine Patch Lines, that is!

The lines on all 7 sizes of our Nine Patch Rulers perform the same job. If you know how to use the lines on one Nine Patch Ruler, you know how to use them all.

2”, 4”, 5” and 8” are not easily divided by 3—we’ve done the math for you and added ½” for seam allowances! Accurate ¼” seam allowances are included where needed—one strip, 3 strips, fussy cut squares, and trueing up using the outer edges of the tool.

Measure strip width the Marti Way.

These lines also measure “second cut” of 3 strips. Horizontal lines are positioned on the seams.

Use the upper right square to fussy-cut one square for this size Nine Patch block. Also cut individual squares for this size Nine Patch, and even measure strip width.

Use the center square and outside edge to confirm size of completed Nine Patch. The center square of completed Nine Patch block should be exactly this size. Use outside edge to true up block and nip corners.

Also use the center square to position the template for fussy-cutting a square the size of your Nine Patch.

Finished Size  |  Product No.  |  Retail Price
---|---|---
2”  |  7111  |  $4.98
3”  |  7101  |  6.98
4”  |  7102  |  7.98
4½”  |  7112  |  8.98
5”  |  7103  |  9.98
6”  |  7104  |  10.98
8”  |  7105  |  14.98

See back cover for bundle prices and the Nine Patch Parade pattern booklet set.
Jamestown Log Cabin Sampler Quilt Pattern

Our popular Block of the Month is now available as a stand-alone pattern with step-by-steps for 12 sampler blocks made with Sets A and C, Log Cabins made with Ruler #8037 and finishing instructions. 48 pages, color cover. 8716—$14.98 Retail

Special Offer
Buy the Jamestown Tool Bundle—Set A, Set C, Log Cabin Ruler #8037—and get the pattern FREE! 8722—$56.94 Retail

12” Hunter’s Star Template Set

Make the classic Hunter’s Star block with the beauty of real diamonds but no “Y” seams. Our “power cutting” method yields all the pieces needed for one block and the pieces will automatically be lined up for chain piecing. Bonus line for making a slightly smaller block using 10” x 10” pre-cut squares. 7129—$13.98 Retail

Ask for our NEW Books and Patterns Catalog for 5 dozen+ patterns!

Perfect for Gift Giving
It’s okay to buy yourself a gift!

8708 Beginner Gift Set #1, includes Sets A and B, Volume 1 in the Encyclopedia of Patchwork Blocks and Bed of Roses pattern. $45.92 Retail ($18 savings)

8709 Beginner Gift Set #2, includes Sets A, B, C and D, Volumes 1 and 2 in the Encyclopedia of Patchwork Blocks and Scrappy Sedona Star pattern. $99.86 Retail ($28 savings)

8712 Log Cabin Tool Gift Set, includes all 4 Log Cabin Rulers, Log Cabin ABCs book and Linked Chevrons pattern. $74.88 Retail ($18 savings)

8707 Kaleidoscope Gift Set, includes Large Kaleido-Ruler, Gift Set Ruler, Kaleidoscope ABCs book and Catalina Canoes pattern. $49.92 Retail ($17 savings)

8711 Hexies Gift Set, includes Sets G and H, Six is for Hexagons book and Texas Gardens pattern. $59.92 Retail ($16 savings)

8710 Machine Quilting in Sections Gift Set, includes Machine Quilting in Sections book and 1 roll each of 1” and 2” Marti’s Choice Fusible Tape. $29.94 Retail ($8 savings)
What could be easier than making Nine Patch blocks?

Making Nine Patch blocks with From Marti Michell Nine Patch Rulers! 2”, 4”, 5” and 8” are not easily divided by 3—We’ve done the math for you and added ½” for seam allowances!

7 Size-specific Nine Patch Rulers  These innovative rulers improve on strip techniques as they guide you in cutting very accurate strip widths. Next, you get perfect “second cuts” from strip sets and can use the tool itself to confirm exact finished block size. Fussy cut single squares or block size squares, too. Etched amber acrylic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Finished Size</th>
<th>Product No.</th>
<th>Retail Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2”</td>
<td>7111</td>
<td>$ 4.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3”</td>
<td>7101</td>
<td>6.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4”</td>
<td>7102</td>
<td>7.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4½”</td>
<td>7112</td>
<td>8.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5”</td>
<td>7103</td>
<td>9.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6”</td>
<td>7104</td>
<td>10.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8”</td>
<td>7105</td>
<td>14.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bundle, all 7 rulers*</td>
<td>7127</td>
<td>56.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*See Nine Patch Starter Set & The Other 5 Rulers

The Other 5 Rulers  The 3” and 4” finished size Nine Patch Rulers are included in the Nine Patch Starter Set pattern pack. This special bundle of the remaining 5 rulers is for quilters who have the pattern pack and want to complete their collection of Nine Patch Rulers.

7128—$42.98 Retail

Nine Patch Parade Starter Set  All 7 pattern booklets plus the 3” and 4” finished size Nine Patch Rulers. Patterns not sold separately. (Starter Set is required for Nine Patch Parade Sew Along.) Booklets are 8½” x 11”, 12 to 20 pages each. 7118—$29.98 Retail

Companion Tools Coming Soon
Nine Patch Double Wides!  Snowball Triangles! For even more block designs!

April 2021